 

    

State Papers Online Part IV

The Stuarts: James I to Anne, 1603-1714:
State Papers Foreign, Ireland and Registers of the
Privy Council
State Papers Online, 1509-1714, is a groundbreaking new online
resource for the study of Early Modern Britain and Europe. Spanning
two centuries of the British monarchy the collection reunites State
Papers Domestic and Foreign with the Registers of the Privy Council
in The National Archives, Kew. This unique series reproduces the
original historical manuscripts in facsimile and links each manuscript
to its Calendar entry, signifying an enormous advance for scholars of
16th and 17th century politics, society, economic and religious history.
Owing to the scale of the collection - over 2.2 million pages in total State Papers Online is published in four parts. Parts I and II, combined,
cover the State Papers for the Tudor period while Parts III and IV
complete the collection for the whole of the Stuart period. Combined,
all four parts create an essential backbone for understanding the socioeconomic, political and religious issues of the Early Modern world.

Contact Us:
To request a trial or pricing email
emea.marketing@cengage.com or visit
www.gale.cengage.co.uk/statepapers

Part IV Content:
• Approx. 460,000 manuscript images
(approx 900,000 pages)
•Essays by leading scholars on key subjects
with links to the documents
•Scanned facsimile images of State Papers all in colour
•Searchable Calendars, transcriptions or
catalogued entries
•Key Documents – a selection of important
documents for easy access
•Links to online palaeography and Latin
courses
•Research Tools including an Image Gallery
of portraits, illustrations and maps

State Papers Online Part IV: The Stuarts: James to Anne, 1603 – 1714:
State Papers Foreign, Ireland and Registers of the Privy Council
SPO Part IV charts international affairs through the 17th century - one
of the most turbulent periods of transition and unrest in British and
European history. All the great international themes of the 17th century
play out in document after document: marriage alliances, revolutions,
wars and treaties, trade and commerce and, crucially, religion. Users can
uncover a wealth of primary
source
details
& 
documents
  relaying
 the
 of    
the international crises of the period - notably the Thirty Years’ War,
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the Great Turkish War, 
the
end of
the Dutch
Revolt,
disintegration
of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the English Civil War.
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Interrogation of François Ravaillac, Catholic fanatic, accused
of assassinating the French King, Henri IV, on 14 May 1610
Reproduced by permission of The National Archives, UK
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New research paths:
State Papers Online Part IV contains volumes of State Papers from, to and
about all the countries of Europe, many of which have lost their own
collections of documents from this period. The State Papers are not just
essential documents of British History but also of European History.
Researchers can browse and search the letters exchanged between the
monarchs and rulers of Europe, Russia and the Ottoman Empire, the
reports of ambassadors and members of the trading companies, as well as
treaties and other documents of trade. The ambassadors’ descriptions
of events and conversations at the Courts and capital cities of Europe
provide intriguing new insights into the diplomacy, culture and society
of the Stuart age. By disclosing European rulers’ relationships with each
other and offering confidential accounts of court life as seen through
the eyes of ambassadors Part IV provides researchers with exciting
new in-roads into exploring and understanding 17th C international
diplomacy, politics, law, religion, travel, trade and colonial expansion.

Ways to search:
•View Calendar entry side by side with
manuscript
•View manuscript with notepad to make notes
•Limit searches by Calendar Volume,
Manuscript Volume, Reign, Date and more
•Browse Documents, Calendars and
Transcripts
•Search term highlighting
•Fuzzy Search
•Ability to magnify or rotate image
•Ability to submit corrections to Calendar
entries

Advisory Board:
General Editor Parts III and IV:
Professor John Miller, University of London
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Key Themes of Part IV:

Barbary piracy
Christian IV of Denmark and rivalry with Sweden
Advisory Board
Collapse of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
•Dr Paul Ayris, University College London
Diplomatic manoeuvring before the War of Spanish Succession
•Dr Adrian Ailes, The National Archives, Kew, UK
End of the Dutch Revolt 1609
•Dr John Cooper, University of York
English Civil War 1642–1651
•Professor Tom Cogswell, University of
English and Scottish colonisation in the Plantations of Ireland
California
European Colonisation of the Americas
•Dr Richard Cust, University of Birmingham
Great Turkish War 1662–1699
•Professor Norman Jones, Utah State University
Impact of Spanish Colonial
wealth
•Professor
John
&          
 
Morrill,
 University of Cambridge
Marriage alliances
•Dr Neil Younger, University of Birmingham
 Protestant
  and

  countries
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Power struggles between
Catholics
and state
Thirty Years’ War 1618 –1648
Wars of the Three Kingdoms

Manuscript series cover the following regions:
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Channel Islands (3 vols)
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Scotland (6 vols)
Scotland: Warrant Books (29 vols)
State Papers, Ireland (159 vols)
Barbary States (14 vols)
Denmark (31 vols)
Dunkirk (1 vol.)
Flanders (56 vols)
France (46 vols)
Genoa (7 vols)
Holy Roman Empire (31 vols)
German States (92 vols)
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Hamburg and Hanse Towns (26 vols)
Holland and Flanders (190 vols)
Italian States and Rome (11 vols)
Poland and Saxony (21 vols)
Portugal (21 vols)
Prussia (6 vols)
Russia (8 vols)
Savoy and Sardinia (28 vols)
Spain (75 vols)
Sweden (20 vols)
Switzerland (16 vols)
Turkey (20 vols)
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